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Relegen already boosting feature-set for newly-released riskDNA 

Rolling updates to introduce extensive multi-lingual support, tools for creating JSA/JESA’s, 

enhanced options for managing risk assessment actions, a full-featured web edition and more 

 

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA – 24 March, 2015 – Relegen, a leading supplier of people and technology solutions to 

Defence, government, mining and industry, today announced a raft of new risk management features for its 

recently-launched riskDNA software which will cement its foothold as the leading enterprise risk intelligence 

solution, globally. These new features include extensive multi-lingual support for today’s multinational 

organisations, powerful tools for creating Job Safety Analysis’s [JSA’s] and Job Safety Environment Analysis 

[JSEA’s] more options for managing actions resulting from risk assessments, a full-featured web edition and 

more.  

With current global uncertainty and the increasing complexity and interdependency of business risks, the need to 

improve enterprise risk management is gathering momentum across all industry sectors in Australia and around 

the world. This trend is also reflected in industry analyst IDC’s most recent report on risk technology expenditure 

forecasts the market to grow to $79.2 billion in 2015 and $97.3 billion by 2018, representing a 7.2% compound 

annual growth rate and one which is higher than previous forecasts. 

“In today’s jittery global economy, organisations must develop a single view of all risks, a common methodology 

for assessing those risks, and a common set of metrics that will improve risk-based decision-making across the 

business – from operations at remote sites right through to the boardroom,” said Paul Bennett, Relegen’s 

Managing Director. “This is where riskDNA and its control-centred risk intelligence [C2RI] methodology delivers. 

And, we are actively working to extend its market-leading position by investing in new features such as multi-

lingual support, tools for creating JSA’s and JSEA’s, support for Windows tablets, a browser-based application for 

flexible web deployment and more. We are extremely excited about the future of this technology.” 

The new features for riskDNA will be rolled-out progressively over the next few months and released to 

customers from April 2015 onwards. Highlights will include: 

 Extensive, flexible multi-lingual support to meet the needs of today’s diverse global enterprises 

 A powerful wizard builder for developing templates to capture specific sets of risk data such as a Job Safety 

Analysis [JSA] and Job Safety and Environmental Analysis [JSEA] 

 Enhanced email notifications, triggers and alert capabilities for delivering critical risk information to the right 

individuals 

 Enhanced options when creating actions following predicted risk assessments 

 New visual data analysis tools for exploring and comparing risk values over time 

 Ability to chart overdue and outstanding actions resulting from a risk assessment 

 Improved useability and security of risk intelligence reports and charting 

 New attribute validation feature which can automatically alert or warn when a value falls outside of a range 

 Improved useability and security of risk intelligence reports 

 New report builder tool which enables users to create their own ad hoc reports 
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 Expanded support for MS Windows tablets [such as a ruggedised Toughbook] up to MS Windows 8 

 An enhanced front-end GUI which makes riskDNA even easier and more intuitive to use 

 A new full-featured, stand-alone web-edition offering organisations more flexible deployment options. 

Relegen will expand upon these exciting new and enhanced features for riskDNA in a series of announcements 

over the coming weeks and months. 

riskDNA can be deployed as a standalone risk management solution or with Relegen’s assetDNA enterprise 

asset intelligence solution and integrated with corporate information systems. To learn more, and download a 

copy of the extended Orica Limited Case Study, visit www.riskDNAsoftware.com. 

Upgrade availability 

riskDNA V2.8 and subsequent updates will be available from April 2015 onwards. riskDNA users on active 

subscription will gain access to these updates as part of their license agreement at no additional cost. Customers 

will have the flexibility to choose the best timing for their organisation to migrate to the new releases as it 

matches the needs of their business. For further questions, please contact the riskDNA sales team on +61 (0)2 

9998 9000 or sales@riskDNAsoftware.com.  

About riskDNA® 

riskDNA, enterprise risk intelligence technology from Relegen Pty Ltd, is the world’s first enterprise risk 

management software solution to be built around the advanced C2RI methodology. It is purpose-built for risk 

assessment workshops, user-driven, can be hosted on or off-premises, and easy to deploy, learn and use. It 

centralises all of an organisation’s risk data into a single point of truth and provides a holistic view of all 

organisational risk. In particular, it enables organisations to easily collect, consolidate, and correlate risk 

intelligence across the enterprise so they can better prioritise resources and address those issues that will return 

the best risk improvement. riskDNA software and the C2RI methodology utilise bow-tie risk analysis, 

quantified/semi-quantified risk modelling and are compatible with ISO 31000. For more information visit 

www.riskDNAsoftware.com. 

About C2RI 

The control-centred risk intelligence [C2RI] methodology will take an organisations enterprise risk management 

program to the next level. C2RI is a risk assessment methodology that delivers greater transparency than 

traditional approaches and a true enterprise-wide view of an organisation's complete risk picture. It is a 

comprehensive, systematic and repeatable approach to the identification, assessment, prioritisation, control and 

communication of any and all risks across the organisation – so organisations can improve decision-making, 

better allocate resources to meet business objectives and extend their competitive edge. 

 

About Relegen Pty Ltd [Developer of riskDNA] 

Relegen Pty Ltd has a proven track record of supplying people and enterprise intelligence technology solutions to 

the Australian Defence Force since 2001. Today, our expertise is leveraged by clients operating in asset-

intensive industries including mining, government, manufacturing, utilities and more across Australia and around 

the world. We are an accredited Major Service Provider to the DMOSS Panel, member of the DSTO Standing 

Offer Panel, key divisional supplier to DMO Maritime, ISO 9001 certified and a preferred partner to top tier firms. 

Our enterprise intelligence technology solutions – assetDNA and riskDNA – help organisations unify critical 

enterprise information silos into a single, authoritative point of truth. Organisations can use this new-found 

intelligence to support faster, smarter decisions that reduce enterprise risk, maximise return on assets and drive 

better business performance. For more information, visit www.relegen.com. 

Trademarks  

Relegen, assetDNA , riskDNA and C2RI are registered trademarks of Relegen Pty Ltd. All other trademarks, 

service marks, and product or service names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
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Media contact 

Elisa Davies | Relegen Pty Ltd 
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